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IT and the business are now more
closely aligned and working as a
partnership to drive the business
forward. The Original Software team
are very approachable, understand
our needs… it has been a good
partnership.

Tim Aitkinson
CIO, Reliance Security Services 
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Quality – A Business Imperative

The alignment of IT with business objectives is a key priority for every CIO. But how does 

an organisation meet the challenge of ensuring IT rapidly deliver business value and meet 

the requirements of users, without compromising quality?

Quality Isn’t Easy
Constantly evolving demands of the

business, together with increased

compliance pressures, constrained

resources and limited budgets all

have an impact on the timely delivery

of quality business applications.

Modern development methodologies

that require a more dynamic

approach to ensuring application

quality, such as agile, only compound

these challenges. At the same time,

fast adoption of new applications and

technologies can increase business

risk if quality is compromised. 

The Ideal Solution
Ensuring quality requires active

management of the development

lifecycle in a way that enables

communication and collaboration

between all stakeholders. 

The approach must allow the 

efficient management of resources

and be consistent across both 

in-house and outsourced resources.

Stakeholders must also be empowered

to respond quickly to changing

business requirements, and to 

easily measure their team efforts 

and workload.

How We Help
Our solutions, services and expertise

will energise your ‘application quality

eco-system’ to deliver greater business

agility, faster time to market, reduced

risk, decreased costs, increased

productivity and a lower cost of

ownership. It is our belief that

intelligent innovation is the key 

to success. We recognise that a

successfully implemented solution 

is the result of a collaborative effort

by members of both your IT team 

and end user community, supported

by us as your partner. 

Our solutions align with how you

currently work and how you aspire 

to work, and can help initiate every

aspect of application excellence. 

Our adoption methodology helps 

you achieve quality in a rapid and

aligned manner with the necessary

controls and management metrics 

in place. We understand that your

teams face a unique blend of

challenges in the types of project 

they must successfully complete, 

so our solutions are widely accessible

whatever your role, empowering 

all team members.

Whatever the project, and whatever

your development methodology,

Original Software can help you

exceed your organisational and

departmental objectives. Quality is a

business imperative, so please read

on to discover a solution suite that

supports this strategy.

Original Software enables me to provide quality
software to my users, who, in turn, can give
continued good service to HMV customers.

Darren Houghton
Head of IT Solutions, HMV
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The solution from Original Software has helped
us to significantly reduce the business risk of
poor quality. 

Doug Goodwin
VP of Global Development, Euronet 

The Quality Conundrum
Resources, risk and application time-to-market are often in conflict as IT teams strive to

deliver quality applications within their budgetary constraints.

This is the quality conundrum. 
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Resource
Your team members are under

increasing pressure to improve their

productivity. Development needs 

to develop applications faster and

with fewer errors. Quality Assurance

teams need to check and test

applications in a timely manner. 

End users, carrying out User

Acceptance Testing, have very little

time, but capturing and transferring

their knowledge is essential.

Increasing resources alone will 

not necessarily guarantee reduced

risks or shorter timescales, only

increased cost. Capturing knowledge

is essential and ensures that others

can also perform the tests with 

the same accuracy every time, with 

no omissions.

Risk
Taking risk is a necessary evil in

order to obtain competitive advantage,

especially in today’s economic climate.

However unmanaged risks in software

development can have disastrous

consequences. Application failures

can lead to a loss of external and

internal confidence, cause damage 

to your brand and ultimately have 

a negative effect on your revenue

streams. A consistent and timely

approach to quality throughout your

software development life cycle is

necessary to managing the risks

associated with application failures.

Time
A successful business won’t 

survive unless their products and 

the way they approach their markets

evolve. Business leaders rightly

expect IT to fully and rapidly support

business requirements and this has

had a dramatic effect on acceptable

development timescales. 

E-commerce and globalisation have

compounded these timescale issues.

Your development teams are under

increasing pressure to respond to 

and support new business initiatives.

The Quality Conundrum
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This new process has been well received 
by customers. It can save them thousands 
of pounds in resource expenditure, but also
ensures that testing on the new systems 
is more robust, at the same time reducing
business risk for them. It has proved a great
customer service initiative.

Software QA Manager
Leading UK building society

The Quality Imperative

Application quality should not be something organisations

merely aspire to improve. Neither should application quality 

be confined to certain sections of the development lifecycle.

Application quality is a business imperative and demands 

a solution now.
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Quality Adoption 
Bringing the conflicting factors of cost, risk, resources and quality into alignment requires

agreement from all parties on the final business objective. Only when agreement is reached

can we then begin making quality adoption an imperative.

We can co-operate much more
in targeted testing.

Andrew Clarke
IT Director, HMV Europe
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Original Software is driving the
process as hard as I am! It’s not just
a money thing – they want it to be
successful for us.

Paul Cassell,
Vice President, NYSE Euronext

Achieving Alignment
The basis for any successful project

is people, process and technology

working together in harmony. 

Original Software will work in

partnership with your teams, helping

you define collaborative processes

appropriate to your organisation and

provide the technical foundations 

with our market-defining solutions. 

Knowing ‘what’ to do is one side 

of the adoption challenge, the other 

is ‘how’. So what makes our approach

different? The answer is part value-

based and part methodology.

‘Crawl, Walk, Run’
Our ‘Crawl, Walk, Run’ methodology

is designed to deliver a rapid ROI in 

a linear manner rather than waiting

for an extended ramp-up period to

complete. Partnering with you, we 

will jointly agree the areas where 

the quickest gains can be made. 

This in turn, will free up resource to

focus on areas with larger paybacks

that may require more time to

implement. Few organisations are 

in a position to stop all current activity

and our methodology ensures that

you evolve your quality initiatives 

over time – evolution rather than

revolution, depending on your

immediate and future requirements.

Partnership Values
We value and are focused on

partnering with our customers to

achieve rapid and ongoing success.

While minimal training is required 

for our solutions, adoption is more

than training. It is about working with

our customers to build initial quality

assets and then facilitating periodic

reviews to ensure adoption continues

as planned.

Quality Adoption
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Over the past 12 months, TestBench has conservatively 
saved Cargill Global Financial Solutions more than $270,000.

Chip Lee
Product Manager, Cargill GFS
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Quality Solutions
Original Software delivers a fully integrated solution that solves the quality conundrum of

resource, risk, and deadline pressures in the face of the quality imperative.

Delivering Quality Through Innovation



Control, Communicate 
& Collaborate
Qualify is a complete Application

Quality Management solution that 

is able to manage and control all

aspects of your quality lifecycle from

requirements through to release.

Qualify provides a communication

backbone where all members of your

team can participate in processes

that reflect the way you work now,

and in the future, with access to all

associated information and

documents. Its flexibility makes 

it equally applicable to agile and

waterfall methodologies or some

pragmatic combination. Status and

performance metrics are instantly

available while the inbuilt audit and

security greatly ease the burden 

of compliance.

Uniquely, Qualify can grow with 

you as your processes mature and

the benefits of wider participation are

realised. It provides the platform to

move from spreadsheets to a system

that gives you greater visibility across

all departmental silos. 

Testing for Everyone –
Automated & Manual
Manual and automated software

testing solutions need to be dynamic

and flexible. They need to be deployed

easily and quickly among the test

teams, to be easy to use and to tackle

the rapid rate of change demanded

by today’s business and by agile

developments.

TestDrive is a robust test automation

solution that can be used by all

people in your team. It requires no

programming skills, empowering your

subject matter experts to define and

execute sophisticated tests without

the need to use any kind of code.

Significant reductions in timescales

and advanced levels of quality can be

achieved without complexity.

TestDrive-Assist has revolutionised

manual testing. It delivers active

support for manual testers and

compiles history on recent testing,

making it easy to recreate and isolate

software defects. By starting to use

TestDrive-Assist, you are also able 

to fast-track into test automation, 

as test steps are recorded and easily

converted into an automated script 

in TestDrive.

Data is Critical
Your databases are key corporate

assets and their accuracy must be

verified as part of any test. TestBench

is our solution that uniquely tracks

every database effect during a test

and, integrated with the visual layer

activity, provides a complete cause

and effect timeline. Combined with the

ability to validate the database activity,

either in isolation or against an

established baseline, your testing will

be taken to the next level of maturity.

TestBench addresses the creation 

of cut down, representative test data 

to reduce test times. It also supports

the protection of the test data,

through rollback, scrambling and

masking, enabling immediate re-use

and ensuring that no breaches of

data confidentiality are made.
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Original Software has handed power to the
users, putting the customisation ability into the
hands of the people actually using the solution!

Director of Systems Engineering
Leading handheld computer manufacturer

At our first attempt we were
able to cut the amount of time
spent on regression testing
by 70%. This implies that, as
we get slicker, this will come
down even further.

Jordan Daniel
QA Manager, Global Home Loans

TestDrive-Ass
ist

TestBench
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The Quality Imperative
Original Software is committed to delivering an end-to-end solution for enterprise

application quality management that helps ensure quality as a business imperative.
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We’ve been really impressed with the
level of customer service provided by the
company; they’ve been responsive to
our needs and want to help us succeed.

Doug Goodwin
VP of Global Development, Euronet 
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Our high project workload of 40,000 man days this year means
that we need maximum efficiency, but without compromise.
Because we get a high degree of re-use, we are able to make
the quality standards ever tighter, so we are constantly driving
down risk… in our heavily regulated environment.

Sarah Ainsworth
Head of IT Development, Skandia, member of the Old Mutual Group

The deployment of business

applications that are rolled out 

on time and deliver real competitive

advantage depends upon them

meeting business requirements. 

At the same time, balancing the 

cost of production and managing 

the business risks during the quality

management process is a constant

challenge that all businesses face.

With a world class record of

innovation, Original Software offers

you a solution focused completely 

on the goal of effective quality

management. By embracing the entire

application quality management

lifecycle, across a wide range of

applications, platforms and

environments, we are here to 

partner with you and help make

quality a business imperative while

controlling business risk, cost, time

and resources.

More than 400 organisations

operating in over 30 countries 

use Original Software solutions. 

Current users range from major 

multi-nationals to small software

development shops, encompassing 

a wide range of industries, sectors

and sizes. We are proud of our

partnerships with the likes of 

Coca-Cola, Cargill, HSBC, FedEx,

Pfizer, DHL and many others.

Original Software has filled out some yawning gaps 
in functional test automation and attempted to make test
automation more accessible to non-technical testers.

Paul Herzlich
Software Testing Analyst, Ovum

Contact Original Software and make 

application quality a business imperative today!

More information can be found at:

www.origsoft.com

The Quality Imperative
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